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April's value of the month was Respect. Receiving

respect from others is important because it helps us 

 feel safe and allows us express ourselves. Showing

respect in your relationships builds feelings of trust,

safety, and well-being.  Through SHINE's activities and

projects, the coaches demonstrated the importance of

respect for children in order to teach by example. 

"Respect is one of the greatest expressions of love." 

- Miguel Angel Ruiz
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SHINE VALUE OF

THE MONTH: 

Respect



Members picked out the

last of the radishes from

the garden and are

preparing the garden

beds to plant more

vegetables.  Everyone

helped clean the radishes

and put them  in bags

which they decorated to

take home.  

Gardening at SHINE



Students used their imagination

and creativity to paint a rock

according to it's shape.

Rock Painting

You rock!



Just like magic!

 
Our youth enjoyed writing secret messages and drawing

pictures with invisible ink and decoded 

each other's messages.

DIY Invisible Ink



What will be your hobbies as an adult?  

The kids worked on drawing pictures of their future hobbies to get

them excited about healthy recreation activities they can look

forward to. We also incorporated the Value of the Month and

provided tips on how they can practice Respect as an adult.  

Kids at Hope Time Travel



Four Square was the

most requested game

this month. The game

incorporates

cardiovascular exercise,

requires focus, and is

extremely fun!

Four Square



Members worked on Emotional Intelligence

activities that focused on the 

Core Value of the Month.

Self-Respect Posters



The Border Patrol

provided an educational

presentation that

focused on the different

tasks and responsibilities

they have.  BP had a

special guest, "Riley,"

that performed tricks!

Border Patrol



This month was full of

great activities. Here's a

few others you may have

missed!

April's 

Photo Bucket


